


Top Features

For the RUSH ER30, we threw all the extras overboard which were not needed and combined only the things that 
gamers truly desire in a modern headset: a rich sound with clear voice transmission, an adjustable fit for sustained 
comfort during long gaming sessions, and a modern, angular-edged gaming design, which contains a multi-colored 
highlight. The whole package is made complete with user-friendliness, intuitively reachable controls and a 
supplementary pair of fabric ear pads.

ADJUSTABLE FITFLEXIBLE MICROPHONE

CABLE LENGTH: 220 CM

FLOWING RGB CYCLE

GOLD-PLATED USB PLUG

POWERFUL 50 MM DRIVERS



Apart from the modern design in classic RUSH style, and for the first time in the series, the RUSH ER30 has been 
equipped with illumination. This cycles in and around the logo on the ear cups, providing a flowing rainbow spectrum 
and a distinctive highlight. 

Illumination with Multi-Color E�ect



The 50-millimeter drivers, which are 
incorporated in the RUSH ER30, are 
especially balanced for intensive gaming 
immersion. These generate a powerful 
sound in which the bass tones can be 
almost physically felt. 

The RUSH ER30 won’t let you down when it comes to 
team communication. The flexibly adjustable micro-
phone is always ready for clear voice transmission. 

Clear Voice Transmission

Especially Balanced 
Gaming Sound



The RUSH ER30 ensures comfort thanks 
to a headband with an adjustable fit and 
ear pads made of soft synthetic leather. 
For intensive gaming sessions during the 
warmer times of the year, we have also 
included a pair of breathable fabric ear 
pads. The ear pads of the headset can be 
easily removed and replaced. 

With its USB connection, the RUSH ER30 
is simply just “plug & play”. This is made 
even more convenient thanks to a gene-
rously long cable measuring 220 centi-
meters. In addition, the volume and the 
microphone mute are placed on the left 
earcup and can be easily and intuitively 
reached for adjusting. 

Easy to Use

Long-Lasting Comfort



General:
 Type: Stereo Headset
 Design: Circumaural
 Connector: USB
 Illumination: RGB
 Weight without Cable: 320 g 

Headphone Specifications
 Speaker Diameter:  50 mm
 Impedance: 32 Ω
 Frequency Response: 20 Hz - 20,000 Hz
 Sensitivity: 109 dB ± 3 dB
 Max. Power: 30 mW
 Volume Control

Microphone 
Specifications
 Direction: Omnidirectional
 Impedance: 2.2 kΩ
 Frequency Response: 
 100 Hz - 10,000 Hz
 Sensitivity: -42 dB ± 3 dB
 Flexible Microphone
 Microphone Mute

Cable and Connectors
 Total Cable Length USB: 220 cm
 Gold-Plated Connectors

Compatibility
 PCs/Notebooks, PlayStation 4

Package Contents:
 RUSH ER30
 Fabric Ear Pads 
 Manual
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